FAMOUS POETS!

English Metaphysical poet and churchman __ Donne
George Gordon, better known as Lord __
Thomas Sterns __ inspired the musical "Cats"
Robert __ wrote a poem for JFK's inauguration
"Far From the Maddening Crowd" by Thomas __
Wrote "Endymion," died of consumption in 1821, John __
Humorous American Poet __ Nash
Sylvia __ married Ted Hughes, also wrote "The Bell Jar"
Irish poet, dramatist and prose writer, William __ Yeats
Female __ Eliot, author of "Middlemarch" and "Silas Marner"
"I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings", by Maya __
Elizabeth __ Browning's "Aurora Leigh", a "novel in verse" in 1857
Lewis __, most well known for "Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland"
Ralph Waldo __ developed the philosophy of Transcendentalism
"The Rime of the Ancient __" by Samuel Taylor Coleridge
In 1855, Walt __ published his own volume of poems, "Leaves of Grass"
Poet who inspired Stephen King's Dark Tower series, Robert __
__ Hughes' first published poem "The Negro Speaks of Rivers"
Scottish poet of "Auld __ __": Robert Burns
Abraham Lincoln's biographer and Chicago poet Carl __
"The Charge of the Light Brigade," by Alfred, Lord __
"Because I Could Not Stop For Death," by Emily __
Wrote "The Raven" and "The Tell-Tale Heart," __ __ Poe
Known for his lack of punctuation and capitalization: __ __ __
"The Song of Hiawatha" and "Paul Revere's Ride" by H. Wadsworth __
William __ and Samuel Taylor Coleridge were great friends
Known for his iambic pentameter style in his plays and sonnets
Where the "Sidewalk Ends" and "Falling Up" by Shel __
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